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Our firm is established in 1995. Its full name is J.R. Adomaičio firma "Gelumbė". The
main activity of the firm "Gelumbė" - trade in new and antiquarian items, repairs and
restoration. Trade in soft furnishings and cabinet furniture, domestic equipment and
other household articles imported from Germany, Holland, France, England and other
countries.

Number of employees in 2005 - 15 persons
Firm owner: Jonas Romas Adomaitis
Personal enterprise code: 151266331
VAT code: LT512663314

The main goal of our firm - present the customers as wide as possible the assortment of single,
classical, antiquarian and other furniture. In our shops you can easily purchase various furniture
for kitchen, drawing room, bedroom, hall of good quality, leather, gobelin tapestry, massive
wood, etc. We also try to present the electric appliance of famous manufacturers or firms
including audio and video equipment, household articles and sportswear.

One of our basic advantages at present is to present our customers a single, non-serial,
nominal production.

One more important goal at present is to help the customers to renovate expensive, single
furniture, which bring You to certain memories. Therefore we initiated the service of
procuring-selling different classical and antiquarian furniture, repairs of different soft furnishings,
recoating, restoration, and small production, in which we use material, leather, leather
substitutes, fabrics, foam-rubber and various types of accessories.

In our firm at present we can easily recoat, restore and repair various soft furnishings and some
types of massive wood furniture for living rooms, bars, cafes, restaurants, schools,
kindergartens, offices, etc. Our firm guarantees prompt and good quality service, accepts orders
from natural and legal persons, executes leasing and carries out various transportation
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services, advises and reconstructs furniture according to your interior.

Visit us, please, and you will not regret! We are at your disposal.
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